
Raffaella Piccirillo
Author and speaker of her Radio Broadcast “Burns envy, only hits!” aka “Brucia di invidia, solo 
grandi successi!” every Wednesday and Friday on Radio Italia DJ supporting independent and 
emerging music from all over the world. 

Born and raised in the shadow of Torrazzo of Cremona (IT), town famous for the production of 
its famous Nougat and in the production of Stringed Instruments that are linked to the figures of 
Stradivari, Guarneri and Amati. 

Since childhood she demonstrated a strong interest and aptitude for art activities, choosing as a 
didactic tool the drums and then she interested in the study of modern singing. 
At the same time in 1997 she obtained a diploma in accountancy - programmer. Singer - Songwriter 
- Speaker Radio - Model/Actress. 

In June 2008 participated in the musical “Carpe Diem” at the Theatre “Filo”in Cremona as a singer 
- actress - dancer. After attended a course with the famous film’s actress Barbara Enrichi (David di 
Donatello Awards ‘97) and she recited in the video “Star for a Day “ (revisiting scene of an Italian 
film). Several important shows following: - Theatre “Filo” in Cremona with the Musical “The Wizard 
of Oz” - Theatre Monteverdi in Cremona with the parody “The Legacy”. 

Participating in various singing competitions, in 2010 reached the end of Festival Saint Vincent Guest in several emerging showcases 
such as Radio Popolare Roma 103.30, NewTalentsRadio, RadioStarTV, MyVoiceradio.net and in various interviews such as in the 
newspaper “The Voice of Nisseno”, Raffaella shared her music which is almost completely composer and writer. 

On March 6, 2011 she participated at TVS Masterclass Milan, Italy Spring 2011 held by the master teacher Robert Lunte internationally 
recognized for modern techniques of singing (recommended by David Kershenbaum: producer of many artists such as Duran Duran, 
Tracy Chapman, Joe Jackson, Laura Branigan, Bryan Adams, Supertramp, Cat Stevens, Elkie Brooks, and Tori Amos...), embracing 
definitely this method as technique for the vocal study, after others studied over the years. 

On April 5, 2012 with the label Believe Digital has been distributed in the major digital stores like iTunes, Amazon, Emusic and many 
more, her EP “Fragments of my dream” with the single “Ragazzi” reviewed and hosted in a preview on RadioEmergenti.net. In June of 
2014 she participated in the “Summer Classes” - Dubbing Workshop hold by the teacher and actor Luca Ward (celebrity voices: Russell 
Crowe, Samuel L. Jackson, Keanu Reeves, Hugh Grant, Antonio Banderas, Kevin Costner ... and much more). 

On September 23th 2014 is out in all the cinemas the film “Italy in a Day” directed by Gabriele Salvatores and with executive producer 
Ridley Scott where Raffaella participated with an her video. The film was screened out of competition at the Venice Film Festival in 2014 
and later televised on Rai 3, day September 27, 2014. Her music as the song Angels Of The Silence, song complaint against pedophilia, 
have supported the World Vision worldwide association that helps less fortunate children across Reverbnation platform. 

On 15th August 2015 she wins The Akademia Music Award for Best Pop Rock EP for ‘Fragments Of My Dream’ in the August 2015. 
Akademia Award is a rare career distinction. 

April 21, 2016 there was the Akademia Gala Event in Los Angeles - California for all artists awarded. Many foreign collaborations as 
vocalist, songwriter, model/actress. 

For more information you can visit her official website: 
http://raffaellapiccirillo.wix.com/officialwebsite
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